European homestay

Intensive Language Homestay in Europe

TEACHER: ROBERT - VILLAGE - ROME - ITALY
121EITRWES

TEACHES ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE - VIEW DETAILED PROFILE

L

OCATION We are in a small town, one of the famous Castelli (Castle) hill towns
(600m), 25km south of the cenre of Rome. The town offers some good local restuaurants
and a pretty historical centre. There are lovely walks from the town centre up to an large
natural area, where there are the fascinating Roman ruins of Tuscolo. A 10 minute bus ride
takes you to the larger Castelli of Frascati, with museums, Renaissance villas and parks to
visit. Frascati is also a good place for shopping, sports facilities, high quality food and wine
and for cultural events. It a good place to have an evening walk, take an ice cream and
watch the sunset overlooking Rome. Slightly longer trips can be made to other Castelli,
overlooking 2 volcanic lakes. The other main benefit of this location is easy access to Rome,
the quickest and easiest way is a 30mins train ride. From Termini station in Rome you are
well placed to visit any of Rome's many sites for either a full or half a day.

NEAREST AIRPORT: ROME CIAMPINO
20KM, ROME FUIMICINO 50KM

TRAIN

STATION

QUALIFICATIONS
CELTA CERTIFICATE IN
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
TEACHING TO ADULTS
BA ENGLISH &
PHILOSOPHY

TEACHING EXPERIENCE -

AIRPORT TRANSFER: TEACHER

COLLE MATTIA 3KM,
FRASCATI 6KM

LANGUAGE SCHOOL - 7 YRS

COURSES: GENERAL - BUSINESS ACADEMIC - EXAM PREPARATION

COURSE TYPE:

SPECIALISED SUBJECTS - LITERATURE,
POLITICS, ECONOMICS, HISTORY.

YOUNG

LEARNERS

YES
PRIVATE BATHROOM
YES
PETS - NO

1:1 - 2:1

TEACHER INTERESTS

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION

I enjoy hiking and camping and often
go for walks or bikes rides. I have
travelled a lot and still go for ourneys in
Italy and abroad with my partner. I
write and enjoy reading poetry,
sometimes in public. I like world music,
also to dance to and have attended
many different classes. I study current
affairs and enjoy watching
documentaries.

The bedroom is on 2 levels with a private
bathroom, and a small dressing table area on
the upper level. Down a small stairs there is
the bed, with a desk, and an elevated
wardrobe.

MEALS: We are vegetarian and cook mainly Italian food with fresh local produce, organic where possible. CREATIVE OPTIONS: Literature
So lots of vegetables, rice, pasta, olive oil and many types of cheese. We enjoy cooking Indian food also. If a
student requires a non vegetarian diet we can also cater for this, especially when going out for a pizza

and philosophy specialized lessons.
Creative writing, especially poetry.

FRIENDS AND FAMILY WHO CAN CONVERSE WITH STUDENT: -My partner, Chiara is a proficiency
level speaker of English and also a translator and English teacher. Her cousins, are studying languages,
including English at University. I have a number of mother tongue friends, most of whom are also English.

ACTIVE OPTIONS: hiking and
mountain bike trails. Horse riding,
swimming and boating , yoga
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